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About This Game

A-Gents is the squad of highly trained operatives and bounty hunters. Join Sean and Emma in this dynamic, non-stop-action
game. Storm the compounds of contraband dealers and smugglers around the globe, and collect goodies.

Key features

Various playable characters

Local co-op for two players

Numerous types of weapons

Special missions with controlling and protecting vehicles

Original soundtrack

Initially two episodes are launched, and there will be six episodes available in total through updates (no additional purchase
required).

We appreciate any feedback and suggestions, and we will sure consider them while improving the game.
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Title: A-Gents
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
phime studio LLC
Publisher:
phime studio LLC
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual core 2.3 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Totally worth the price. Bought it to enjoy the game and support the creators of chibi knight :). Hi! Personally, I don't like
puzzle games, but The Watchmaker is a very fun game. It's a real challenge to play and try to keep Alexander under 70. It's so
interesting how the game tells you where are you going to find or put things in their place, as the clocktower must work again.
Actually, I don't know who or what is the thing that is trying to kill Alexander, or which is its motivation to damage the
clocktower. Probably tomorrow I'll know that.

If you want to watch some videos or streaming of The Watchmaker by a latin player, you can see me on twitch.tv/rhaedos. This
one sits between recommended and not recommended. Nothing wrong with the games Hidden Object Scenes. The story is dull.
Locations are ok.

Voice acting is half-arsed; a character will speak the first couple of lines and then not then next couple of line. Same goes for
the lip-synching, that was only done for half of the voice-acting. It's like someone said ah ♥♥♥♥ it just ship it anyway before it
was 100% done.

Puzzles are very run of the mill.

The achievements 100% worked thankfully. But at the time of writing this review "Steam is learning about this game". (check
under the achievements icon in the feature section on the right on the store page, if it doesn't say this then the achievement will
be counted)

Did I enjoy it? Just about. I paid £4.67 for it and I think that was too much, wait until it's $3 or below.. When I tried to find a
game, I was the only one online.. its good if you get it less then a $ or for free! the concept of the game is very cool and good
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Fun, old school game that's cheesy at times but reminds me of an older version of Tomb Raider or Uncharted. I enjoyed the
story and game play is simple with some puzzles mixed in. Not as good as Syberia (story depth wise) but still good overall.. First
the game doesn't support Vive controllers or even mouse and keyboard which is a shame, other than that it is perfectly done as a
tactical FPS rouge-like that can be played both casually or hardcore.. The first thing to say about this visual novel, is that it has
warts. The default text is continuous even though there is no  way to back up and read text that you have advanced to. The 
combat is a slot machine, which I personally find asinine. The advancement of text is unreliable.

  With all of these faults, why do I recommend this visual novel? Because the storyline is so engrossing that I had to play until I
finished. That's right, I played this novel for over five hours straight.

  This visual novel has a lot of room for improvement, but I hope that Highcliffe Media Publishing works the bugs out of this
novel (and makes the finished product free to those of us who bought it). I will say that Dead But Alive! Southern England
should be cinsidered an unfinished product now, because of its flaws. I will say that buying it now is worth the products
shortcomings, and I hope that the developers will finish it with an upgrade at no charge to the present customers.. This game is
so bad that it is just a game for me to watch and laugh. First of all, if you crash into anything, you voice off it like a rubber ball.
There is no bullet time, and aiming is easy. it's plane graphics and models are redicilus, and fly like a space ship. This game is
for if you have a bad computer and want to run something, or if you are just beginning to look for good flight simulators, in
which case this is more of that one shady arcade game in the back of a drug store. If you want a really good flight sim, go for
War Thunder or DCS world, but those require beefy computers or gaming laptops, so if you are some kid on a chrome book and
think you can run anything cause your Minecraft is decent, good luck.. Quer um jogo TERRIVELMENTE otimizado??? Então
esse jogo é pra vc!!!

Dica: Feche tudo antes, pq... Seu pc buga? Vai bugar.

Edit: Tá difícil até de farmar as cartas, o maldito fica tentando matar seu sistema o tempo todo. E tenta mutar ele então...
UHSADIUHASDIUHASDUSDA. I'm not sure why this game received such poor reviews - I found the game charming. The
story is a bit bland, but the main character (a seductive spy-dancer who charms secrets out of men) is definitely interesting. I
especially liked the optional secret objectives - they involve hidden items and additional puzzles, and solving them all changes
the ending.

Similarly, some people complain about the mini-games but these can be mostly skipped. They do reward you with a better
ending if you do them though.. An absolutely classic game that took me back to my childhood...literally. Can't believe they
brought out a Windows 7 version of this old game. Great fun.. It's like the first time you had sex, absolutely fantastic, and
finished really fast.

You guys need to add some skill levels, and more levels and possibly a level editor, to increse replayability a LOT more for this
kind of price point. I will change my thumb when I see some more content.

Otherwise, as soon as star wars comes out with a jedi game this will look like a casual game.
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